
KEY POINTS FROM EPISODE: 06

Mark Smith -  Ambassador of NHSBT, Double Transplant Recipient

Mark Smith is the real life hero who is the recipient of two organs one is Kidney and another is Pancreas. He was a
Diabetes- type-1 patient but after his transplant surgery, he made a huge changes in his life as well as for the
society. He raised Thousands of Dollars from his Charity events and his walks. Mark lost his 3 IVF and lost his
younger brother at the age of 3. Despite of all his hardship during his struggle time he didn't lost his mind and with
the help of his strong will power he survived and got organs. 

Mark has now two kid and a healthy life and he dedicated his life to the people who are suffering from different
disease and helping others by spreading awareness, charity, love, support and his guidance.
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Early Period of Diabetes 

Difficulties and Hardships of being Diabetic 

Like many other kids at age of 14, Mark was also thinking to become a pilot in Air force and
hence he went through the ACE test but within few couple of week, he felt tiredness and
slept more than he ever do. And that symptoms lead him to the Doctors, and he was
diagnosed by Diabetes-1.   

Mark explained how the Type-1/ juvenile  and Type-2 diabetes are different from each other
and why his was too dangerous. If he were not treated well and careful, it will take only 24
hours for him to get the diabetic coma and within 24 hours if he will not get proper
medication he could die.

A kid who have all the capabilities and mind power to reach his dreams but he had to do job
like lifeguard at local swimming club and at some local shop it was direction less.

He found the book TIN-TIN and that book after his treatment for the diabetes which helped
him to be positive during his journey of diabetes. It helped him to think different than
diabetes when he was suffering from the pain and turbulence in his mind.

His family and especially his parents helped him to fight with his disease. When he got a
cake from the nurse in the hospital on his birthday before the Christmas, he realized the
power of helping and doing something even something small for someone can help a lot to
give motivation.

Mark explained his difficulties with the pain of diabetes. He faced blood flowing through his
eyes. If the blood sugar is not working well than an eye goes with an extra capillary and
extra blood supply which lead to the damage in the nerves and blood will start to come out
from it.  

He said that the difficulties were so harmful so that he had surgery for his eyes in order to
save his vision and the disease became so dangerous so that he also had another surgery for
bladder. But the diabetes is the notorious disease. In 2008, he diagnosed with kidney failure
and it was devastated situation for him and his family. He was suggested by the doctors that
he need to get another kidney as well as the pancreas.
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Set backs in Mark’s life which was fairly difficult for anyone

2009 big financial time – He worked as a banker and he got redundancy because of
his transplant operation.
He already lost of 3 IVF.   
He was depressed before his transplant.
He faced the financial difficulties because there was a huge bill of hospital 

Salient Message from MARK. 

The transplant ( difficulties ) doesn’t   necessary meant the things have to end, it
means that the things can begin.  
Instead of looking backward to the negative side of the life, I can say it was the
opportunity to open up new way of life.
Difficult situations always provide Opportunities to improve yourself, and help other
people who have   pain because he you already suffered with it and got lessons to
overcome it.

Mark 's faith for his Donor 'ADAM'

He applied for the kidney and the pancreas. He explained that in UK you need to apply in
order to get appropriate organ. And the waiting list was so long about 18 months. But he felt
lucky when he got the call from the hospital and knew that they have organs which can be
suitable for him. The regular time for the waiting for the organs is about 18 months but he
got the perfect match within 7 to 8 months. He also said he was fortunate but not all, he has
seen some who lost their lives without organs.

Important message from Mark to think about life in a different ways when you are
surrounded by depressive thoughts.

"Adam saved my life and meant I could go on to have a family and raise money for charity,"
he also added that "It's about the quality of people's lives we are changing."It's such a noble
thing to do. It's a massive gift you can give someone."

“I feel strongly that moving to an opt-out system will get people talking and for families to
have the conversation about donation and what a wonderful gift it is.” - Such a strong
Messages.
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Mark and his Success 

Mark climbed  Mount Snowdon after his surgery of the transplant.  He didn't stop there but 
challenged himself to explore more and hence he completed three peaks ( Pen-y-Gent ,
Whernside ,  Ingleborough ) in Yorkshire town which are quite difficult for a common man
to achieve, it was his first walk and he raised about 1300 Pounds in 2003.

In 2004, Mark walk to the Hadrian's  Wall Path in England which is 88 miles of path for walk.
Mark feels luck to had a walk with his Donor's Mom and  it raised another 1700 Pounds.

Mark also organized a huge Charity Dinner event in his hometown Harrogate, England.
Mark did it so well that he got the charity from that event about 11,500 Pounds and it was
beyond his expectations. But his hard work, life changing stories and sympathy for the
diabetic patients made it possible. 

In this Pandemic time Mark could stay at home and can do his work but he choose to help
people by his efforts and he walked 100 miles during this pandemic and raised money for the
people who need it and his contribution admired by local people and  by the Government.

Mark has raised a lot from his efforts to contribute to the society and humankind but he
believes that its not all about money, but you need to spread awareness about organ
donation and hence, he did lots of Radio shows, Recording from different organizations and
he featured National TV for his contribution and his awareness programs.  
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